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INTRODUCTION
This report contains summaries of bills that were referred
to, and passed out of, the Assembly Finance and Insurance
Committee during the 1987-88 Session.

Bills that were passed by

the Legislature and became law are shown with the chapter number
and year of passage.

Bills that were vetoed are so indicated.

The summary includes only those bills that were passed by the
Assembly Finance and Insurance Committee; some bills that were
dropped by the author in advance of a hearing are not included;
bills that were referred to other committees or to interim study
are also not included.

•

Some bills could have been appropriately

placed in several subject categories; an effort was made to place
each bill under the most appropriate subject heading.
Additional information may be obtained from the Assembly
Finance and Insurance Committee staff at (916) 445-9160.

Compiler: Ross L. Sargent, Consultant
October 1988
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AND TRUST COMPANIES
AB 1300 (W. Brown) - Provides that funds deposited into
depository institutions be available on the 2
siness day
after the business
on
i
deposit
in case of cashier's
check, certified check, tel r 1 s check or depository check. Time
limitation not applicable to depository check if receiving
institution reasonably believes check is uncollectible for
various reasons; in such cases, requires notice be given drawer
and drawee of item.
(Chapter 1150, Stats. 1987)

•

AB 1672 (Johnston) - Authorizes banks to distribute to
shareholders an amount not exceeding the greatest of the retained
earnings of the bank, the net income of the last fiscal year, or
the net income for its current fiscal year. Also authorizes
Superintendent of Banks after notice and hearing to suspend or
remove any director, officer or employee of bank if person
engaged in certain specified acts and practices; authorizes
person subject to removal or suspension to file application for
hearing; prohibits person subject to order of dismissal or
suspension from voting shares or participating in conduct of
bank; subjects person to criminal sanctions.
(Chapter 714,
Stats. 1987)
AB 1684 (Johnston) - Requires under the Payment Instruments Law
that check, draft or other instrument for the transfer or payment
of money be payable on demand by natural person or legal entity;
provides when payment instrument is sold to insured bank, savings
and loan, or credit union, that the consideration shall be
received by the payment instruments licensee by the next business
day after the sale.
(Chapter 763, Stats. 1987)
AB 3365 (D. Brown) - Amends the Foreign Tr
ttal of Money law
to provide that the persons to receive monies may be designated a
"customer" rather than a "depositor" under existing law requiring
persons licensed to transmit money abroad to forward those monies
or give instructions committing equivalent funds to the person
designated by the depositor.
(Chapter 428, Stats. 1988)
AB 4082 (D. Brown) - Requires an applicant for a license to
engage in the business of receiving money for the purpose of
transmitting it abroad to file a consent appointing the
Superintendent of Banking as agent for service of process, in
addition to existing requirements.
(Chapter 431, Stats. 1988)
AB 4203 (Moore} - Provides for the investing in companies
pursuant to the California Industrial Financing Act that
commercial banks and savings associations' gross income required
for a company meeting a specified description may
reduced to
$5,000,000 and the net income may be reduced to an average of not
less than $375,000 for the 5 fiscal years preceding the
investment and its own gross income may be reduced to not less
than $450,000 and its net income reduced to not less than
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$350,000 for 3 of the 5 fiscal years, as applicable to
investments made prior to January 1, 1989, in bonds of
authorities established pursuant to the California Industrial
Financing Act.
(Vetoed)
SB 288 (Beverly) - Provides that the California Interstate
(Regional) Banking Act of 1986 shall not be interpreted so as to
prohibit any bank holding company from acquiring a credit card
portfolio, or portions thereof, from a California bank.
(Chapter 63, Stats. 1987)
SB 728 (Robbins) - For purposes of bank acquisitions law revises
definition of bank holding company and California bank holding
company; deletes as part of definition of California bank holding
company an existing requirement that to be a California bank
holding company, a company must maintain its head office in
California; provides a company is not deemed to control another
company solely on account of specified activities; revises
certain acquisition requirements and makes technical conforming
changes.
(Chapter 1253, Stats. 1988)
SB 1684 (Kopp} - Prescribes conditions under which acceptance of
checks and drafts will constitute an accord and satisfaction.
(Chapter 1268, Stats. 1987)
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CONSUMER FINANCE
AB 2575 (Calderon) - As to maximum finance charges permitted on
retail installment sales (under Unruh Act), this bill extends
date when former provisions are to be repealed from January 1,
1988 to January 1, 1991, and would delay dates upon which latter
provisions are to become operative until January 1, 1991; bill
would repeal provisions providing for appointment of 9 member
Retail Credit Advisory Committee which sets forth authority and
duties of Committee; bill would request Attorney General, in
conjunction with retail credit industry and consumer
organizations conduct study on finance charge rates under Unruh
Act, and submit report on findings, conclusions and
recommendations on or before January 1, 1989; bill would require
Committee to study and review needs and requirements of retail
credit industry and consumers.
(Vetoed)
AB 3028 (Lancaster) - Exempts student loans made pursuant to
Public Health Service Act from certain requirements as to
commencement, amount, and duration of periodic repayments
schedules of such loans made by Personal Property Brokers and
Consumer Finance Lenders.
(Chapter 537, Stats. 1988)
AB 3076 (Stirling) - Requires the Department of Justice to
analyze and recommend better methods for resolving consumer
complaints against foreign corporations.
(Chapter 928,
Stats. 1988)
AB 4096 (Hill) - Removes the requirement to mail disclosure
notices to consumers of installment credit when the terms of
credit are changed to reduce consumer costs.
(Chapter 1402,
Stats. 1988)
AB 4283 (Stirling) - Repeals requirement upon auto dealer or
lending agency to keep signed documents for two years notifying
vehicle buyers that their purchase is not insured.
(Chapter 1407, Stats. 1988)
SB 2592 (Dills) - Deletes provisions of the Unruh Act prescribing
the maximum dollar amount of finance charge which may be assessed
on retail installment sales made pursuant to retail installment
contract and the maximum rate of finance charge to be imposed on
retail installment accounts; prohibits annual fee or charge in
any retail installment contract.
(Chapter 479, Stats. 1988)

4

ires annual reports to
censees w
ssioner of
rations
Property Brokers Law, Consumer F nance Lending Law, a
Commercial Finance
r Law to be made under oath
in form
prescribed by Commissioner and to make and file
r special
reports.
(Chapter 549, Sta ts. 1988)
AB 3313 (Chandler) - Extends the procedure a co
ration is
required to follow to redeem its certificated securities, to the
redemption
uncertificated securities but would require the
delivery of an officer's certificate, as specified, to the bank
or trust company involved in the redemption as opposed to the
required surrender of the shareholder's share certificates in the
redemption of certificated securities.
(Chapter 513,
Stats. 1988)
AB 4659 (Stirling) - Extends existing law that for
broker-dealers, in whose name or for whom securities a e held,
certify to a
reign corporation upon r
t, the number of
shares held for beneficial owners with
resses in
outside
of this state to all nominee holders.
(Chapter 953, Stats. 1988)
SB 451 (Beverly) - Specifies as an exempted security,
r the
purpose of existing
making t a cr
to f
r or sell in
this state any security in an issuer or nonissuer transaction,
unless the sa
or security is either qualified or
ed, that
a security designated as a National Market System secur ty on an
interdea r quotat
tern by the National Association of
Securities Dealers, Inc., are exempt, if certifi
by ru
or
order of the Commissioner
Corporations.
(
er 716,
Stats. 1988)
SB 542 (McCorquodale) - Prohibits a target co
ation, as
defined, from purchasi
more than 3% of its
ity securities
for more than the post disclosure market price, as defined, from
a shareholder or beneficial owner unless approved by the board of
directors and shareho
rs, except as
ifi
(Vetoed) (See
SB 2060 this section)
ls various provisions
r a
rations Law,
regarding 'control' a
'parent', imposes
certain licensure r
i rements.
(Chapter

Business and
definitions
and requires
Stats. 1987)

SB 1194
ins) ires corporat
writ en request
of shareholder, to in rm shareholder of result
any particular
vote taken at one of the specified meetings
r a period of 60
days following conclusion of meeting.
(Chapter 408, Stats. 1987)
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SB 1244 (Robbins) - Provides that specified provisions of
existing law regulating activities of foreign national bank
holding companies shall not be construed to pr ibit the
acquisition of, merger or consolidation with, a California bank
or holding company that has its head office outside the U. S.
under specified conditions.
(Chapter 684, Stats. 1987}
SB 1464 (Keene) - Eliminates, as to corporate reorganizations,
the requirement that the acquiring corporation, immediately after
the acquisition, have control of the acquired corporation to
qualify the transaction as an exchange reorganization; also
provides for appraisal report from independent appraiser in
proposals for reorganization or short-form mergers.
(Chapter 627, Stats. 1987)
SB 1642 (Keene) - Permits a nonprofit hospital service plan to
convert, with prior approval of the Insurance Commissioner, from
a nonprofit public benefit corporation into a business
corporation.
(Chapter 66, Stats. 1988)
SB 2001 (Keene) - Requires, as to articles of incorporation, that
an amendment of the articles or a certificate of determination
that includes a supermajority vote requirement be approved by at
least as large a proportion of the outstanding shares as is
required by the amendment or the certificate of determination for
the approval of the specified corporation action.
(Chapter 1288,
Stats. 1988)
SB 2060 (McCorquodale) - Prohibits a "target" corporation from
repurchasing more than three percent of its own equity securities
from a shareholder or beneficial owner for an amount in excess of
the post-disclosure market price without approval of its board of
directors and shareholders.
(Vetoed)
(See also SB 542 of this
section)

•

SB 2552 (Keene) - Provides that if a tender offer or written
proposal for approval of a reorganization is made to some or all
of a corporations' shareholders by an interested party, as
defined, specified by the bill as an Interested Party Proposal,
an affirmative written opinion as to the fairness of the
consideration to the shareholders is required to be delivered to
the shareholders, as specified; makes related changes.
(Chapter 265, Stats 1988)
SB 2578 (Robbins) - Requires Commissioner of Corporations to
suspend for a period not exceeding 12 months any broker-dealer,
officer, director, partner, agent, or employee or other person
performing similar functions for broker-dealer if such person has
been convicted of specified securities violations; allows
corporation or its shareholders by derivative action to file suit
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for recovery in an amount up to 3 times the difference between
price at which security purchased or sold and the market value
which security would have had at time of its purchase or sale
where there is trading of securities on nonpublic material
information; limits corporate or derivative action to issuers who
have total assets in excess of $1,000,000 and have class of
equity security held of record by 500 or more persons; increases
penalties and fines for insider trading. (Chapter 1339,
Stats. 1988)
SB 2636 (Russell) - Permits the Commissioner of Corporations
under the Corporate Securities Law, by order, to extend the
exemption of the offer or sale of securities in nonissuer
transactions occurring after 18 months prior to the offer or sale
in the nonissuer transaction provided that each consecutive order
shall not exceed 6 months; allows the court to appoint a monitor
or other designated fiduciary or officer of the court to exercise
the powers of the defendant's officers, directors, partners,
trustees, where there is action brought to enforce compliance
with Corporate Securities Law of 1968. (Chapter 598, Stats. 1988)
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CREDIT UNIONS
AB 1679 (Johnston) - Deletes reference to term 'direct or
indirect' with respect to existing law prohibiting the extension
of benefits or services of a credit union either directly or
indirectly to any person not a credit union member; eases
operating restrictions and member and management limits as
applicable to credit unions.
(Chapter 1045, Stats. 1987)

•

AB 1770 (Lancaster) - Allows state and federal credit unions to
be added to financial institutions authorized to receive deposits
or corpus of trust funds from pre-need funeral plans, to receive
trust fund deposits from real estate brokers, to have probate
funds invested; to be exempted from provisions regulating
advertising of consumer goods and services, to be exempted from
usury restrictions of the California Constitution as to certain
loans and to be exempted from being subjected to statutory award
of attorney's fees in actions on contract based on "book
account."
(Chapter 764, Stats. 1987)
AB 4371 (Lancaster) - Deletes existing law requiring Commissioner
of Corporations and Regional Director of Region VI of National
Credit Union Administration to notify the other regulatory agency
when authorizing a new credit union or expanding the field of
membership of an existing credit union; provides for conservator
to take possession of impaired or insolvent credit union after
hearing.
(Chapter 578, Stats. 1988)
AB 4372 (Lancaster) - Requires credit unions to notify
Commissioner of Corporations of opening, closing, or relocating
branch office; provides certain investigative and examining
reports prepared by Commissioner representatives not to be public
records; revises surety and bonding requirements; revised duties
of credit union directors; makes unlawful the filing of untrue
statements of material fact.
(Chapter 651, Stats. 1988)

8

AB 1687 (Moore) - Recasts existing
prov i
r es
ishing
rates for various insurance coverages by: requiri
rather than
permitting the Insurance Commissioner to hold publ c
rings in
certain circumstances, r
iring the commissioner to review and
investigate requests
r rate review, rating plan or system, or
underwriting rules, by an aggri
person, and by requiring
rather than permitting the commissioner to suspend or revoke the
license of any rating or
ization or certificate of authority of
any insurer which fails to comply with commissioner's order;
increases monetary penalties for noncompliance
(Chapter 1289,
Stats. 1987)
AB 3798 (Floyd) - Requires the Insurance Commissioner to publish
and distribute by January 1, 1990, an annual comparison of
insurance rates report for those insurance lines whi
are of
most interest to individual purchasers of
rsonal lines
coverage.
(Chapter 1503, Stats. 1988)
AB 3901 (Roos) - Requires the Insurance Commiss
r to pr
re a
guide that explains the factors to be cons
red in se
ting
long-term care insurance.
(Chapter 1489, Stats. 1988)
AB 4008 (Lancaster) - Deletes the current requirement that the
exempt position authoriz
r each chief deputy position in the
Department of Insurance be a secretary; provides expense monies
shall be deposited in Insurance Fund; authorizes Insurance
Commissioner to establish
r the review of filings required
to be made w th t
rtment or Commissioner
rsuant to the
Insurance Code.
(Chapter 855, Stats. 1988)
- Increases
maximum amounts
$20,000, as to
the property
to $100,000 as to the value
of the investment or reinvestment, respectively, up to which the
commissioner may act without obtaining permission of the court
under existing law authorizi
the Insurance Commissioner to
direct and wind up the liquidation of an insolvent insurer and
making application to
court for approval to disburse or
invest the insurer's assets; also provides that court permission
not required for investments or reinvestments
those assets or
funds administer
by the Treasurer; other technical
nges.
(Chapter 356, Stats. 1988)
SB 1012
- Increases the amount
au
rized fines the
nsurance
ssioner can
from $50 to $5 000
vio tion of ceas a
sist or r and from $500 to $55,0 0
a willful v
t
r 953, Stats. 1987)
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SB 1467 (Marks) - Requires the Insurance Commissioner to require
that insurers issuing Supplemental Medicare policies maintain
experience data and make annual filings with the Commissioner
disclosing each policy's loss ratio; requires filing and
implementing a corrective plan by insurer under prescribed
conditions. (Chapter 1495, Stats, 1987)

•

•

SCR 97 (Kopp) - Measure request the Insurance Commissioner, on or
before March 1, 1989, to provide for a more equitable assignment
of penalty points, for assigned risks drivers, by assigning only
1 in lieu of present 5 penalty points for conviction of operating
motor vehicle without state authority if a motor vehicle
registration or drivers license has not been renewed for more
than 90 days but less than one year.
(Res. Chapter 98,
Stats. 1988)

10
COMPANIES AND AGENTS
AB 421 (LaFollette) res title insurance
accepting
controlled escrow company or underwritten title
it or
any item or draft in connect
with any escrow to
submit the item or draft for
lection to a financial
institution by the close of the next business day; willful
violation to be a
sdemeanor.
(Chapter 389, Stats. 1987)
AB 876 (Johnson) - Authorizes the Commissioner of Cor rations to
issue a desist and refrain order to any unlicensed escrow agent
who advertises that such person is in escrow business; also
requires escrow agents, upon request, to allow inspection and
copying of books and records by Corporations Commissioner; makes
previous violations of act that were felonies to be punished as
either felonies or misdemeanors; deletes prohibition against
having custody or control of escrow agents' books and willfully
refusing to make proper entries or allow inspection; includes as
violations knowing disbursal of escrow funds in violat
of
escrow instruc ions
making material misstatements in
connection with escrow affairs; a hearing on cease a
desist
order must be requested within 30 days after or r stands or
order will continue in effect; applies suspension or revocation
sanctions to person authorizing violations as well as person
actually committing violations.
(Chapter 564, Stats. 1987)
SB 1482 (Montoya) - Changes law relating to Escrow Agents'
Fidelity Corporat
including revising
rposes of t
corporation;
ov
s for an annual assessment of $1,000 per
licensed location
r
i
re
member to file
if ed
schedule of escrow liability; provides for deadl ne to pay
assessments; provides
r summary suspens
by Corporations
Commissioner for failure to pay assessments.
(Chapter 789,
Stats. 1987)
- Exempts certain checks drawn by an out of state
nanc a
ns
ution, from the present requirement that
prohibits a title insurance company, a cont
led escrow company,
or underwritten title compa
from di
rsing funds from an
escrow account until
ifi
conditions are met.
(Chapter 1502, Stats. 1987)
- Revises
recast provis
of existing law
crea ng
row Agents Fidelity Corporation to permit
indemnification by a fidelity fund established by EAFC; provides
that EAFC
ll
or
wi in 90 days after receipt of
pr
s; provi
les for EAFC coverage in relation
to monthly aver
escrow
ili ; requires other licensee
duties including maintenance of trust accounts at each licensed
location.
(Chapter 1458, Stats. 1988)
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SB 2838 (L. Greene) - Enables the Department of Corporations to
fund escrow law administration costs.
(Chapter 1300,
Stats. 1988)

•
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FINANCE COMPANIES
AB 177 (Calderon) - Permits as to dishonored check fees and
secondary market sales of real estate loans an increase in its
permissible dishonored check fee for Industrial Loan Companies,
personal property brokers, and consumer finance lenders from
$5.00 to $10.00; authorizes personal property brokers, consumer
finance lenders, and commercial finance lenders to sell
promissory notes purchased from other finance companies to the
secondary market; requires all payments derived from sales of
notes in the secondary market to be deposited into and disbursed
out of trust account.
(Chapter 37, Stats. 1987)
AB 2876 (Calderon) - Requires annual reports presently required
to be filed by Personal Property Brokers, Consumer Finance
Lenders, and Commercial Finance Lenders with the Commissioner of
Corporations to be made under oath and in form prescribed by
commissioner; other technical changes.
(Chapter 549,
Stats. 1988)
SB 1959 (Dills) - Provides as to licensed personal property
brokers that rates charged on loans exceeding $2,500 do not apply
to any commercial loan made by a person engaged in business of
selling goods for purpose of financing the purchase of goods for
resale; makes other changes and regulations as to credit
disability insurance and changes in rates for credit disability
insurance applicable to personal property brokers.
(Chapter 702, Stats. 1988)
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INDUSTRIAL LOAN COMPANIES
AB 1426 (Calderon) - Increases maximum loan term from 15 to 30
years on any loan secured by realty purchased or discounted by
industrial loan company; revises limit of total amount of loans
and obligations secured by realty, with terms exceeding 3 years,
from 50% of industrial loan company's total assets to 70%.
(Chapter 299, Stats. 1987)

•

AB 3362 (Elder) - Amends existing law providing that industrial
loan companies shall not make any loan or purchase or discount
any other obligation that provides for a repayment of principal
over more than 120 months to period of 120 months and 30 days;
extends repayment period on realty loans from period not
exceeding 30 years to 30 years and 30 days, as specified.
(Chapter 247, Stats. 1988)
AB 3752 (Johnston) - Gives industrial loan companies parity with
banks, savings and loan associations and credit unions in
accepting local agency deposits.
(Chapter 1004, Stats. 1988)
AB 4480 (Wright) - Provides that Industrial Loan Companies may
deposit funds with out of state financial institution, the
accounts of which are ·nsured by FDIC or FSLIC provided the total
amount of deposited funds do not exceed insurance limits.
(Chapter 580, Stats. 1988)

•

SB 787 (Vuich) -Eliminates from the definition of 'insured
company,' thrift and loan companies whose investment certificates
are insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation; requires the Commissioner of Corporations, before
approving an industrial loan company's expansion, to ascertain
that the company is a member of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation; authorizes the commissioner, in determining whether
a specific level of outstanding investment certificates is
reasonable and necessary or advisable for protection of the
public, to consider the fact that the company is not a member of
FDIC; provides for recomposition of members of Board of Directors
of Guaranty Corporation.
(Chapter 787, Stats. 1987)
SB 1298 (Dills) - With respect to credit loss-of-income insurance
applicable to industrial loan companies, personal property
brokers, and consumer finance lenders, permits reduction of
minimum benefits to 1/2 the number of payments during a
prescribed period and provides for benefits on that insurance in
cases in which the former employer did not contribute to the
State Unemployment Insurance Fund.
(Chapter 1314, Stats. 1987)
SB 1462 (Keene) - Permits industrial loan companies to charge
loan fees on real property secured loans or leases where loan has
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face amount exceeding $5,000 in lieu of prior law requiring
$10,000; prohibits industrial loan company from making loans to
persons not residing in California except makes specific
authorization for loans to nonresidents not exceeding 20% in
aggregate of company's total assets. (Chapter 790, Stats. 1987)
SB 2476 (Keene) - Permits an industrial loan company to solicit
and make loans and acquire obligations at a place other than that
specified on its certificate of authorization.
(Chapter 1023,
Stats. 1988)
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i

ional

in
ified
the

AB 242 (Lancaster
mortgages and other
conditions.
ly
value or

•
AB 244 (Lancaster) - Increases
permitted by life insurers having
than $100,000,000, an investment not to
admit ted assets.
(
er 276, Sta ts
AB 3305 (Johnston) risks and AIDS rela
insurability by li
(Chapter 1279, Stats
r
es
Association incl
a
scri
California Insurance Guarantee
language of this statement;
member shall be
just
charge as init 1
us
to
shown on the annual statement
year in which the initial pr
Stats. 1988)

AB 4325 (Bane) - L
t
policies of private
senger au
California to 5%.
(Chapter 1639,

gn i
of not less
4%
total
r assessi
e

AIDS
ni

he

on

SB 335 (Robbins) - States that t
s
re fi
lares
that for the purpose of creating a risk retent on gr
(authorized by the Federal Li
i
sk Retention Act
1986),
the directors and officers of co
rations,
t
r
r profit or
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nonprofit are engaged in the same line of business.
(Chapter 559, Stats. 1988)
SB 339 (Russell) - Permits an insurer to own or control a
separate entity licensed under provisions as regulating
production agencies an insurance agent or life agent, as defined,
notwithstanding existing law wherein an insurer or reciprocal or
interinsurance exchange is not eligible for any license under the
provisions regulating production agencies.
(Chapter 105,
Stats. 1987)
SB 467 (Petris) -Requires an insurer, who intends to withdraw
from the market, to notify the Department of Insurance 60 days
prior to date of withdrawal; authorizes Insurance Commissioner to
investigate market conditions to determine whether that insurance
may not become readily available in the voluntary insurance
market as a result of the withdrawal.
(Chapter 668, Stats. 1988)
SB 901 (Russell) - Permits any insurer authorized to issue or
deliver life insurance policies in this state to issue or deliver
funding agreements, as defined; requires Insurance Commissioner
to adopt reasonable regulations relating to matters dealing with
issuance or delivery of funding agreements.
(Chapter 1153,
Stats. 1988)
SB 1972 (Robbins) - Requires every automobile insurance company
doing business in California to provide at least a 10% reduction
in premiums to people who do not use their insured cars to
commute. (Vetoed)
SB 1987 (Robbins) - Increases penalty for failure to file timely
statement by an admitted insurer; fees and penalties to be
deposited into the Insurance Fund.
(Chapter 1130, Stats. 1988)
SB 2344 (Lockyer) - Requires each insurer doing business in the
state to pay fee for each auto policy issued to fund the
investigation and prosecution of fraudulent auto insurance
claims; increases criminal penalties for acts relating to
insurance fraud; provides that statute of limitations does not
start to run until discovery of offense. (Chapter 1609,
Stats. 1988)
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ETC.
notification of
AB 576 {McClintock) - Provides
t
insurance is
earthquake insurance in residential
notification by
conclusively presumed when insurer sends
first class mail to named insured.
(Chapter 179, Stats. 1987)
AB 1121 (Zeltner) - Requires Department of Aging and Department
of Insurance to jointly develop intera
procedure for
investigating suspected abuses and misrepresentations in
advertising and sales of health and long term care insurance
policies.
(Chapter 289, Stats. 1987)
AB 1222 (Bronzan) - Provides that any automobile liability
insurer who is responsible for medical tr
rtation services is
liable to the person providing those services.
(Chapter 201,
Stats. 1987)
AB 1674 (Johnston) - Provides that present law r
iri
any life
insurance policy providing for future remium determination the
amount of which is based on estimates
future
rience, or in
case of plan which is of such nature that the
nimum reserves or
minimum values cannot be determined under
escri
isions,
that the plan must be filed with the Insurance Commissioner
before marketing, issuing and delivery, is not to be construed as
requiring prior approval by the Commissioner
such policy forms
prior to the time such forms are marketed, iss
and delivered
in the state.
(Chapter 168, Stats. 1987)
AB 1686 (Moore) - Provides residential
ility coverage to be
extended when loss occurred in connect
use of property as
election polling place.
(Chapter 815, Stats. 1987)

t

AB 1771 (Lancaster) - Revises under the
li rnia Insurance
Guarantee Association the definition of "covered
aims'' for such
purposes to additionally exclude insurance of warranties or
service contracts, investment risks, and any c im servicing
agreement or insurance policy which contains a retrospective
rating or other premium adjustment agreement.
(Chapter 833,
Stats. 1987)
AB 1822 (Wright) - Requires health care service
to offer
coverage for accident and sickness coverage from and after moment
of birth to each newborn infant of any subscriber or enrollee
covered and to each minor child placed for adoption from and
after the moment the child is placed in t
physical custody of
the covered subscriber or enrollee for adoption; additionally,
as to policies for disability self insured employee welfare
benefit plans, and family hospital service contracts which offer
coverage to newborn infants such coverage is to be extended to
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any minor placed for adoption from and after the moment the child
is placed in the physical custody of the insured, employee or
family for adoption.
(Chapter 265, Stats. 1987)
AB 1925 (Bader) -Revises definition of peace officer, to expand
provisions of peace officers covered by existing law that
prohibits any insurer from increasing the premium of a peace
officer's author insurance policy for the reason that such person
has been involved in an auto accident in response to his or her
duties of employment.
(Chapter 458, Stats. 1987)
AB 2997 (Floyd) - Requires that amusement ride operators carry
policy of insurance with minimum limits of $500,000 issued by an
insurer licensed by Department of Insurance to do business in
state or by nonresident insurer employed by surplus lines broker
licensed by Department of Insurance.
(Chapter 1274, Stats. 1988)
AB 3918 (Johnston) - Provides that nothing in connection with
residential property insurance exempts an insurer from its
obligation under a fire insurance policy to cover the losses of a
fire which is caused by or follows an earthquake.
(Chapter 570,
Stats. 1988)
AB 3519 (Johnson) - Requires regulating cancellation and
nonrenewal of commercial insurance policies; contains provisions
authorizing modification of medical malpractice and health
facility liability coverage.
(Chapter 1618, Stats. 1988)
AB 3920 (Johnston) - Prohibits insurance coverage or indemnity
for the payment of any fine, penalty or restitution in any civil
or criminal action or proceeding brought by law enforcement
agencies, whether or not the exclusion or exception regarding
this type of coverage or indemnity is expressly stated in the
policy and provides that the insurer has no duty to defend, as
defined, that type of action; any such provision in a contract is
against public policy and void; authorizes an insurer to defend a
duly licensed physician or surgeon against any cause of action
involving the performance of any act for which a physician's and
surgeon's certificate is required.
(Chapter 489, Stats. 1988)
AB 4289 (Bronzan) - Amends the loan insurance law to add
"installment sale agreement" to the definition of a "loan" which
may be insured by the Cal Mortgage Program.
(Chapter 1621,
Stats. 1988)
AB 4329 (Frazee) - Prohibits a certificate of group disability
insurance advertised or marketed to persons in this state from
being issued after January 1, 1989, to anyone over 55 pursuant to
group master insurance policy from another state unless filed
with and approved by the Insurance Commissioner.
(Chapter 1322,
Stats. 1988)
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SB 170 (Mello) - Provides for regulation of sale and issuance of
individual and group long term health care insurance policies;
defines 'long-term care insurance' and sets forth standards for
group long-term care insurance policies and certificates;
requires disclosure of specified information with respect to sale
or issuance of these policies and certificates.
(Chapter 1328,
Stats. 1987)

I

SB 363 (Russell) - Specifies under which circumstances unearned
premiums less than $5.00, compared to less than $25.00 under
prior law, is returned to insured or applied to renewal premium
or other premiums due; provides requirement notice of renewal of
certain commercial insurance policies to be in writing.
(Chapter 402, Stats. 1987)
SB 367 (Robbins) - Requires that continuation coverage of group
health care service plans contracts, group disability plans and
group nonprofit hospital plans be offered consecutively to a
federal requirement for continuation benefits.
(Chapter 960,
Stats. 1988)
SB 517 {Deddeh) - Provides that a notice of cancellation for
policy of automobile liability, physical damage, and collision
coverage, or any combination thereof, shall be ef
tive upon
discovery of fraud by the named insured in pursuing a c
the policy provided the insurer does not rescind the policy.
(Chapter 800, Stats. 1987)

r

SB 723 (Robbins) - Changes limits on form of group life
insurance, policies issued on loans from financial institutions,
or on purchase of property from vendors under an agreement to pay
the balance of the purchase price, covering the borrowers and
purchasers thereof, where, among other things, the amount insured
on any one borrower or purchaser does not exceed the balance of
the indebtedness to the financial institution or vendor or
$100,000 from the prior level of $50,000 whichever is less.
(Chapter 862, Stats. 1987)
SB 911 (Robbins) - As to assigned risk plans permits insured to
pay balance of premiums in monthly installments after paying a
minimum of 20% of the annual premium.
(Vetoed)
SB 913 (Robbins) - Reduces financial responsibility coverage
requirement for assigned risk drivers who are 65 or older and
California residents to $7,500 per person per accident, $15,000
per accident and $2,500 for property damage.
(Vetoed)
SB 1014 (Robbins) - Requires in order for credit to be allowed on
account of reinsurance that the reinsurer submit itself to
jurisdiction of state courts or a court of competent jurisdiction
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in any state and designate the Insurance
attorney in this state as its
ent
(Chapter 1032, Stats. 1987)

ssioner or an
vice of
ocess.

SB 1102 (Seymour) - Creates a legislative task force to conduct a
feasibility study on establishment of single statewide child care
liability insurance pool.
(Vetoed)
Robbins

- Requires the terminat
or suspension of
for being in accident and failing to
prove financial responsibility one year after suspension
commenced if the driving privilege is suspended for failure to
satisfy a judgment.
(Chapter 903, Stats. 1987)

_p_e_r_s_o_n_,s~.-r~v~n-g~privileges

SB 1321 (Montoya) - Requires exclusion from coverage under
automobile policy of any person that named insured requests in
writing the insurer to exclude from the poli
, irre
tive of
residency, ownership of vehicle or any other
tor.
(Vetoed)
SB 1466 (Marks) - Imposes the requirement
tain insurers
that a policy of insurance issued to a new
i
lder is to
include a written disclosure and name, address
toll free
number of unit within Department of Insurance which deals with
consumer affairs.
(Chapter 808, Stats. 1987}
SB 1468
- Requires group
icies f di
ility
nsurance, nonprofit hospital service contracts and group health
care service plans to offer coverage for treatment of
cal
dependency.
(Vetoed)
SB 1537 (Keene) - Exempts noncancelable
rant
renewable
policies which solely provide hospital
indemnity or
specified disease coverage from those
licies
contracts
which are excluded from the term 'indivi
licies or
contracts.'
(Chapter 336, Stats. 1987)
SB 1976 (Roberti) - Prohibits an insurer from rejecting or
cancelling a residential insurance policy after an offer of
earthquake coverage is accepted solely because the insured has
accepted that offer of earthquake cover
(Chapter 279,
Stats. 1988)
SB 1991 (Robbins) - Allows life insurers to issue a long-term
care rider to a life insurance policy if specified conditions are
met by the insurer and approval is given by the Department of
Insurance.
(Chapter 1015, Stats. 1988)
SB 2184 (Robbins) - Prohibits an insurer issuing an auto
insurance policy from refusing to issue
policy, when the
refusal is based solely on the age of the auto to be insured, if
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the auto's market value exceeds $2,500.
Stats. 1988)

(Chapter 1290,

SB 2317 (Roberti) - Requires any auto liability policy to contain
notice of limits of future coverage and to set forth reasons for
which insurer may cancel or refuse to renew policy or increase
premium; requires insurer provide certain statements and
information regarding cancellation, renewal, or premium
increases.
(Chapter 1143, Stats. 1988)

•

SB 2382 (Deddeh) - Provides that uninsured motorist coverage does
not apply as either primary or excess coverage when there is
bodily injury to the insured while occupying a rented or leased
vehicle for public or livery purposes.
(Chapter 158,
Stats. 1988)
SB 2598 (C. Green) - Requires any insurer whose insured has made
claim under residential fire or property insurance policy for
loss due to corrosive soils to notify, at least 30 days before
expiration of the statute of limitations, its insured in writing
of the statute of limitations applicable to insured's claim.
(Chapter 737, Stats. 1988)
SB 2760 (Robbins) - Provides for the regulation of the sale and
issuance of individual and group long-term care insurance
policies and sets forth qualifications for group long term care
insurance policies.
(Chapter 1342, Stats. 1988)
SB 2768 (Robbins) - Requires that any term life insurance
advertisement directed to seniors contain specified information
to ensure adequate disclosure.
(Chapter 1473, Stats. 1988)

•
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BROKERS
AB 606 (Eaves) s
ing
general agent from provision that insu e gives agent 120 days
notice prior to te
nation or amendment of written agency
contract but would continue to apply
ovisions to any
agency contract of a managing general
authorizing the
managing general agent to act in this
ity as insurance
agent; also exempts di
ility insurers,
it hospital plans
and their agents from this provision.
(
er 643, Stats. 1987)
AB 642 (Connelly) - Prohibits insurance
nt, broker, or
solicitor from accepting
financial
fit or consideration
for referral to repair shop
r vehicu r r
irs for property
damage, comprehensive or collision cover
under insurance
policy issued through agent or b
er; knowi
tion is
grounds for suspension or revocation
's license; also
prohibits auto repair dealer from
insurance agent,
broker, or adjustor any fee, commission,
fit
ring for
any referral; violation wou
(
ter 973,
Stats. 1987)
- Provides, as to assi
every nsurer,
er, or agent assi
plan may conclusively rely on
waiver of coverage stated in the
policy shall
be issued
r
deductible sta
in
applicat
(Chapter 572, Stats. 1988)

------~~~~~~~L.

risk plan that
ication by the
rejection, or
applicant and
ts, and
the plan.

from 30 to 25
within
unear
cancellation,
rejection, surr
certa n insurance
policies; requires insurer's
r pr
urn to insured
within 15 days after
ovides agent or
broker shall only be
nterest after 15
days from date agent
of unearned premium
from insurer; provi
urn deemed complete
upon deposit in u. S. mail; revises
nition of ''poli " with
respect to contracts of
icle insurance to
lete
tion
that such vehicle
11 not
u
tion, profession, or
business
insured
er 1390,
87)
SB 915 (Robbins) ires assi
procedure for notifyi
within a
broker or solicitor who
ai
insured of any nonpayment of pr
urn
of nonpayment is sent to the insur
Stats. 1987)

to include
t
agent,
r the plan for the
insurer, when notice
er 1347
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SB 1666 (Robbins) - Requires the Commissioner of Corporations to
revoke the certificate of any broker-dealer who has been
convicted or pled nolo contendere to violation of specified
criminal provisions or been held civilly liable by final judgment
based on conduct violative of fraudulent practices; provides for
sanctions and penalties for violating prohibited fraudulent
securities practices.
(Vetoed)

•

SB 2040 (Robbins) - Updates the Insurance Code provision relating
to penalties as previously accomplished in 1987 for insurer
violation of fair trade practices.
(Chapter 1018, Stats. 1988)
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MEDI-CAL, MEDICARE AND HEALTH RELATED
AB 213 (Calderon) - Applications
icies to supplement
Medicare prohibits insurer from requiri
an amount greater than
1 month's premium if interim coverage not provided and from
requiring an amount greater than 2 month's premium if interim
coverage provided; requires insurer to notify applicant within 45
days as to whether policy will be issued.
(Chapter 555,
Stats. 1987)
AB 1062 (Hauser) - Requires insurance policy supplementing
Medicare that would not cover custodial care in
illed nursing
facility, dental care, eyeglasses, prescriptions or hearing aids
to have exclusion printed on cover of policy in 12 point upper
case type.
(Chapter 1497, Stats. 1987)
AB 1108 (Connelly) - Enacts Green-Connelly Medicare Supplement
Insurance Reform Act of 1987, establishi
's Bureau of
Investigation in Department of Insurance to
nister and
enforce provisions of law relating to senior
1
care
insurance policies that supplement Medicare; gives
icyholders
of supplemental care certain rights,
ohibits
rsons in
insurance industry from compiling certain lists and representing
themselves as governmental agency, nonprofit or charitable
organization representatives; imposes penalties for violations of
Act. (Vetoed)
AB 1201 (Cortese} - Imposes requir
after January 1, 1989
upon group health care service plans, g
disability, self
insured employee welfare benefit plans
nonprofit hospital
service contracts to provide mammogr
coverage as
rt of
existing coverage for mastectomy, prosthetic, and reconstructive
surgery.
(Chapter 1598, Stats. 1988)
AB 1305 (Cortese) - Provides after January 1, 1988, that group
health care service plans, and other health care policies,
service contracts and Medi-Cal cover
ovide
r mammography
as part of mastectomy, prosthetic, and reconstructive coverage
under such plans.
(Chapter 550, Stats. 1987).
AB 1422 (Wright) - Provides that pub ic assistance, as defined,
includes Medi-Cal benefits as it applies to present requirement
for counties to maintain an organization with
District
Attorney's office to enforce child and spousal support when chi
is receiving public assistance; relat
provisions.
(Chapter 806, Stats. 1988)
AB 2241 (Bronzan) - Requires Insurance Commissioner to initiate a
process to adopt or recommend on or after July 1, 1988 no more
than 3 sets of standards for policies to supplement Medicare;
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criteria
Commissioner to designate a set
494
Sta
coverage and policy.
(
r

rm of

AB 3439 (Margolin) - Specifies that the cost f a
service provided to any eligible developmental
di
Medi-Cal beneficiary may be recovered by the Directo
th
Services from a liable 3rd person or an insurance carr
increases the identification and verification of health insurance
for Medi-Cal eligibles.
(Chapter 1280, Stats. 1988)

•

AB 3816 (Chandler) - Increases membership of Department
Corporations Health Care Service Plan Advisory
tt
appointed by Commissioner of Corporations from 15 to 20 by adding
2 persons with 5 years administrative experience
th
1
plan, 2 persons with 5 years administrative exper
th
vision service plan, and 1 person with 5
rs
n strative
experience with mental health service plan.
(Chapter 848,
Stats. 1988)
AB 4317 (Connelly) - Requires the contract or
i
it
health care service plans and disabili
nsu ance
notice
that would define timely refund and
pena ties if refund
not timely; specifies that certain requirements
i
le to
policies supplementing Medicare apply to certificates
apply
to entities providing that insurance;
r r
rements
as to loss ratios, disclosures, and duties
insurers
oviding
this type of insurance.
(Chapter 1320 Stats. 1988)
- Memorializes the Presi
ress to
enac
s
ion expanding benefits
icare
ram for
Alzheimer's disease patients and their families incl i
in-home
and community based services and long-term resi
tial care.
(Res. Chapter 153, Stats. 1988)

•

SB 6 (Robbins) - Establishes a health coverage association to
provide for health insurance to residents of state
are not
otherwise able to obtain health insurance; bill wou
specify
required terms of coverage, rate limitations, utilization review
procedures; would appropriate $100,000 from Gener
to the
Controller for a loan to the association for initial operating
expenses incurred in carrying out bill.
(Vetoed)
SB 303 (Robbins) - Reduces to not less
3
r ,
r
association members, the required number of members insured under
group hospital service contracts is
to specifi
ing
entities and associations from
evious y r
r of 10;
revises same number of member as to select
group di
ility
insurance associations; also defines selected g
hospital
service plan contract as a contract written under ndividual
contracts to a member group that meets
ified criteria in an
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amount based upon the selection of the insured, and authorizes
differential in rates from those charged to contracts on an
individual basis. (Chapter 443, Stats. 1987)
SB 362 (Robbins) - Prohibits health insurers from requiring a
waiver of professional mental health services by individual
applicants for health insurance coverage; provides that a
nonprofit hospital plan covering hospital, medical, or surgical
expenses, and which includes coverage for inpatient care for
nervous or mental disorders, shall provide coverage for treatment
at a general acute care hospital, an acute psychiatric hospital
or a psychiatric health facility.
(Chapter 1163, Stats. 1987)
SB 530 (Torres) - Prohibits issuance of group hospital contract
to any group unless master contract holder is apprised that at
least one alternative arrangement providing health care services
may be made available to all members of the group at the option
of the master contract holder which affords free choice among
those practitioners and facilitators.
(Chapter 782, Stats. 1987)
SB 668 (Robbins) - Changes date that fees are due to Commissioner
of Corporations from health care service plans under Knox-Keene
Health Care Service Plan from November 15, of each year to
October 15, of each year.
(Chapter 659, Stats. 1987)
SB 678 (Robbins) - Repeals that provision of Knox-Keene Health
Care Service Plan of 1975, wherein the Commissioner of
Corporations shall, upon written notice to a plan, revoke the
plan's transactional license for failure of the plan to make a
bonafide written response to a written request for information by
the Commissioner. (Chapter 1111, Stats. 1988)
SB 1110 (Mello) - Provides for 30-day examination period for
supplemental Medicare policies as well as requirement that
policies providing supplemental Medicare apply to insurance
provided to residents of state under group policy, regardless of
situs of the contract. (Chapter 1496, Stats. 1987)
SB 1166 (Marks) - Provides and extends coverage under existing
health care plans to individuals experiencing Alzheimer's
disease, except for preexisting conditions.
(Chapter 1038,
Stats. 1987)
SB 1654 (Dills) - Prohibits health care service plan or an
insurer that administers Medicare coverage and federal employee
programs from requiring that more than one form be submitted per
claim in order to receive payment. (Chapter 1191, Stats. 1987)
SB 2228 (Marks) - Revises law that precludes exclusion from
health care plan or disability policy, except for preexisting
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condition for one suffering from Alzheimer's disease to one
diagnosed with diseases including progressive, degenerative, and
dementing illnesses including Alzheimer's disease; further
provides that where a particular disease can be determined only
by autopsy, that 'diagnosed' means clinical diagnosis not
dependent on pathological confirmation but employing nationally
accepted criteria.
(Chapter 1049, Stats. 1988)
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PAWN BROKERS
AB 1132 (Johnson) - Exempts limitations
rates
charges for
any loan of $2,500 or more; deletes obsolete references; permits
specified handling and storage charges for articles pawned
pursuant to schedule.
(Chapter 576, Stats. 1987)
AB 3239 (Lewis) - Provides pawnbroker may charge one month's
interest for any part of the month in which pawned property is
redeemed; sets forth various additional charges in schedule of
charges pawnbrokers may charge.
(Chapter 540, Stats. 1988)
SB 2118 (Beverly) - Provides that as to second hand dealers that
if the transaction takes place within an incorporated city a
report shall be submitted to the police chief and if outside the
city limits to the sheriff of the county; prohibits charging
interest from the day after the expiration of the 30-day period
if the broker fails to notify the borrower within 30 days after
the expiration of the redemption period.
(Chapter 253,
Stats. 1988)
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REAL PROPERTY FINANCE
AB 1673 (Johnston) - Provides that no lender shall require
borrower under loan secured by real property to provide hazard
insurance in excess of replacement value of improvements on
property; permits injunctive relief and attorney's fees to person
harmed by this provisions violation.
(Chapter 715, Stats. 1987)
AB 1748 (Johnson) - Provides that provisions of any deed of trust
or mortgage on realty which authorize the beneficiary to
accelerate the maturity date of the principal and interest
secured thereby are enforceable whether or not impairment of the
security interest has resulted from the trustor's failure to
perform certain acts.
(Chapter 397, Stats. 1987)
AB 1796 (Costa) - Specifies that the relationship of a borrower
and lender in a commercial shared appreciation loan as defined,
is debtor and creditor; provides shared appreciation loan is not
subject to interest rate limitations or requirements for the use
of particular language in security instruments; defines shared
appreciation loan to exclude any loan upon a security interest in
realty containing 1 to 4 residential units, at least one of which
is occupied by borrower. (Chapter 652, Stats. 1987)
AB 2001 (McClintock) - Amends provisions of Real Estate Recovery
Program whereby percentages allocated to Education and Research
Account and Recovery Account are changed where a final judgement
is obtained against person licensed by Department of Real Estate.
(Chapter 535, Stats. 1987)
AB 2175 (Polanco) - Provides for financial institutions to effect
repairs to residential property acquired through foreclosure
where such repairs are required for compliance with state and
local health, building, and fire regulations.
(Chapter 187,
Stats. 1987)
AB 2910 (Polanco) - Provides that financial institution may
undertake to repair any property acquired through foreclosure
under mortgage or deed of trust and specifies that such rights
are in addition to, and not in derogation of, the rights of the
financial institution otherwise existing.
(Chapter 125,
Stats. 1988)
AB 3543 (Johnson) - Provides that if person requests an appraisal
of real property containing l to 4 residential units the
appraisal may be termed a certified appraisal if a specified form
approved and utilized by the Federal National Mortgage
Association or Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation is used and
completed as required by these agencies; permits the enforcement
of express provisions in a deed of trust or mortgage authorizing
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the acceleration of the maturi
date of
interest
loan or the exercisi
the deed
trust or mortgage if the trustor r
to pay any taxes, rents, assessments, insurance
specified advances without regard to whether or not
is impaired; other changes.
(Chapter 179, Stats 1 88)

in
ils

AB 3773 (Hauser) - Exempts real estate brokers
ng a
reasonably competent and diligent visual i
property offered for sale if the transfer invo
is of
subdivided lands required to be preceded by a public report or
the transfer of subdivided lands that can be made wi
t a
public report under specified exemptions, unless that property
has been previously occupied.
(Chapter 274, Stats. 1988)
AB 3916 (Johnston) - Requires a lender making
secured by
mortgage or deed of trust to notify borrower as to whether or not
borrower has right to cancel the insurance on
rt and, if
borrower has this right, requires lenders to noti y
rowers in
writing of specified information including any
i
ing loan
or insurance information to permit the borrower to communicate
with the lender or insurer concerning the insurance; prov
procedure borrower is required to follow to cancel the
ivate
mortgage insurance or mortgage guaranty insurance
(
r 569,
Stats. 1988)
AB 3917 (Johnston) - Enacts the Home Equity Loan
sc
re Act
requiring creditor, at time customer makes application for home
equity loan in person, or within three business
if applying
by mail or telephone, to disclose to customer i
relating to the loss of home in event of
lt.
er 1315,
Stats. 1988)
Johnston - Clarifies existing
t a 1
r may not
zar
nsurance against risks to the improvements on the
property as a condition to receiving or maintaining
in
excess of the replacement value of improvements on t
operty
and would define 'hazard insurance coverage' as insurance against
losses caused by perils which are commonly covered in
icies
described as among other things, a 'Homeowner's Policy,' 'General
Property Form,' 'Standard Fire,' 'Standard Fire w th Extended
Coverage,' or comparable cover
, as
ified; el
requirement that the replacement
ue
improvemen s
established by the property insurer selected
the
(Chapter 276, Stats. 1988) [See AB 1673 (Johnston),
Stats. 1987]
SB 1385 (Montoya) - De etes existing
ion as to
lender
making a loan guaranteed or insured by an agency f
edera1
government from the definition
the term 'real estate broker'
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for purposes of the Real Estate Law and other provisions relating
to prohibited real estate acts and recast an existing exemption
for persons making collection of payments for lenders, or on
notes of owners.
(Chapter 1401, Stats. 1987)
SB 2640 (Vuich) - Requires Real Estate Commissioner to charge a
real estate broker for the costs of audit triggered by sufficient
cause to believe broker has failed to retain copies of listings,
deposit receipts, cancelled checks, trust records and related
materials of transactions for three years.
(Chapter 1340,
Stats. 1988)

•
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
AB 247 (Bane) - Revises requirements relating to formation of
savings and loan associations, for submission of filing fees,
proposed articles of incorporation and by-laws; authorizes
certain stock sales prior to obtaining stock permits; revises
power of Savings and Loan Commissioner; limits director liability
under specified conditions.
(Chapter 730, Stats. 1987)
AB 2855 (Bane) - Revises existing law regulating Savings and Loan
Association to:
(1) Revise requirements of articles of incorporation;
(2) authorizes Savings and Loan Commissioner to enforce any
Statute of FDIC;
(3) prohibiting any association from acquiring all of
substantially all of assets of branch of another
financial institution without prior approval of
Commissioner;
(4) revises net worth requirements;
(5) revises authorized securities in which association may
invest;
(6) provides loan-to-value ratio guidelines for real estate
loans;
(7) authorizes reorganization of mutual associations as
mutual holding companies under supervision of Savings and
Loan Commissioner;
(8) related provisions.
(Chapter 718, Stats. 1988)
SB 295 (Vuich) - Increases maximum amount of fine from $5,000 to
$10,000 for violation of certain acts in the Savings Association
Law; provides for fine or imprisonment of officer, director,
employee or agent of savings association for committing certain
specified acts relating to fraud and deception under the Savings
Association Law; prohibits a savings association from making
loans secured by its capital stock; requires approval of Savings
and Loan Commissioner prior to association amending its bylaws;
makes amendments as to merger of consolidation under the Savings
Association Law; authorizes an association paying dividends under
prescribed conditions if there is a sufficient balance of
unappropriated retained earnings as prescribed; other
requirements and restrictions as to investments by associations.
(Chapter 1162, Stats. 1987)
SB 1093 (Campbell) - Defines eligible savings and loan
associations and authorizes deposits into federally insured state
or federal credit unions of moneys in State Treasury under
control of Treasurer which is required to be deposited by
Treasurer to credit of state in eligible banks and savings and
loans.
(Chapter 1035, Stats. 1987)
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SB 2470 (Vuich) - Provides that a foreign holding company with
its principal place of deposits in any of certain regional states
may acquire control of a California savings association.
(Chapter 467, Stats. 1988)

•
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STATE DISABILITY INSURANCE
AB 1036 (Johnson) - Payment of wages excluded, for purposes of
coverage under disability insurance law, as to services which are
performed as an interim or adjunct instructor at a postsecondary
educational institution where parties have entered a specific
contract; services covered under an existing collective
bargaining agreement not excluded.
(Chapter 851, Stats. 1987)
AB 2837 (Margolin) - Requires that notice given by employers to
employees of their disability insurance rights include notice to
each employee leaving work due to nonoccupational sickness,
injury, or pregnancy on or after July 1, 1989.
(Chapter 687,
Stats. 1988)
SB 1819 (B. Greene) - Provides that first claim for disability
benefits may be supported by the certificate of a nurse midwife
duly certified under state law and disability for pregnancy may
be supported by nurse practitioner duly licensed and certified.
(Chapter 191, Stats. 1988)
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TITLE INSURANCE
AB 1311 (Lancaster) - Requires title insurer as to policies
issued and reinsured prior to January 1, 1988, to increase set
aside of unearned premium reserve from 2.0% to 2.5% of total
charges for policies of title insurance; specifies formula for
release of those funds added to reserves under the new formula
specified; requires Insurance Commissioner to consider
qualifications of an applicant to act as an underwritten title
company, prior to licensure, and upon license renewal.
(Chapter 417, Stats. 1987)

•
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UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
AB 376 (Tucker) - Extends maximum period of disability for
individual in alcoholic recovery programs from 30 to 60 days.
(Chapter 255, Stats. 1987)
AB 423 (Seastrand) - Revises definition of "hospital" where
worker receives treatment, changes the time period to 15 days
after the decision of administrative law judge or Appeals Board
becomes final and requires Franchise Tax Board to aid Director of
Employment Development in recovering overpayment benefits.
(Chapter 226, Stats. 1987)
AB 644 (Stirling) - Excludes from the definition of "employment"
for purposes of coverage under unemployment and disability
insurance any service provided by a full-time student employed by
an organized camp and defines various terms.
(Chapter 545,
Stats. 1987)
AB 891 {Bane) - Provides that a new employing unit, for purposes
of unemployment compensation benefits and disability insurance
benefits shall not be created when there is an acquisition or
change in the form or organization of an existing business
enterprise and there is continuity of control of the business
enterprise. (Chapter 548, Stats. 1987)
AB 991 (Wright) - Revises method of computing contribution rate
for school employees to School Employees Fund.
(Chapter 196,
Stats. 1987)
AB 1162 (Floyd) - Requires any fine imposed by court pursuant to
prov1s1ons of unemployment insurance law requiring withholding of
income tax on wages, be paid to office of prosecutor bringing
complaint, but if case was referred by Employment Development
Department, or other governmental agency, then 1/2 of criminal
fine shall be paid to that agency. (Chapter 604, Stats. 1987}
AB 1449 (Wright) - Includes within the causes of claimants
leaving employment which certain employers may submit to the
Department of Employment Development, facts disclosing whether
the discharge or quitting was result of irresistible compulsion
to use or consume intoxicants; prescribes time limits.
(Chapter 1108, Stats. 1987}
AB 1468 (Eaves) - Requires Director of Employment Development to
develop and maintain a program of education concerning disability
insurance rights and benefits; also requires providing to each
employer a notice informing workers of their rights and benefits.
(Chapter 609, Stats. 1987)
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AB 1669 (Johnston) - Prescribes various procedures to be followed
by Employment Development Department respecting aliens who have
applied for temporary resident status under federal Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986 and whose unemployment benefits
are at issue.
(Chapter 1379, Stats. 1988)
AB 1737 (Johnson - Provides that in lieu of disqualification from
receiving unemployment benefits of person prosecuted for fraud
one must first be convicted before disqualified ; also clarifies
holiday pay determination and how construed as wages; allows for
summary judgment proceedings in recovering overpayment benefits.
(Chapter 929, Stats. 1987)
AB 1766 (Wright) - Extends application of existing law
authorizing Employment Development Department to withhold 25% of
weekly unemployment benefits of person owing child support
pursuant to order to all support judgments and to unemployment
compensation disability payments.
(Chapter 261, Stats. 1988}
AB 1828 (McClintock) - Deletes the requirement that a third-party
payor withhold and deposit state disability and personal income
tax and provides a special rule for third-party payors, such as
insurers, under a multiple employer sick pay plan and makes the
plan the employer rather than the last employer; deletes repeal
date pertaining to employers filing of annual report for tax
withhold; other provisions relating to unregistered organizations
financing their liability for unemployment compensation benefits;
technical changes.
(Chapter 457. Stats. 1987. Urgency)
AB 2278 (Bronzan) - Requires the Employment Development
Department to disclose information relating to any victim,
suspect, missing person, potential witness, or person for whom a
felony warrant has been issued if a request is made in the course
of a law enforcement investigation into the commission of a crime
where there is a reasonable suspicion the crime is a felony and
the information would lead to relevant evidence.
(Chapter 855,
Stats. 1987)
AB 3070 (Eastin) - Authorizes Director of Employment Development,
when an amount is required to be paid under the law pertaining to
unemployment and disability compensation, to issue a warrant for
enforcement of liens and collection by directing the warrant to a
member of California State Police Division in addition to
previously authorized law enforcement agencies.
(Chapter 620,
Stats. 1988)
AB 3602 (N. Waters) - Defines spouse to include a person to whom
marriage is imminent for purposes of existing law providing that
person is disqualified for unemployment benefits if he or she
left work without cause but if he or she left work to accompany
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his or her spouse to place from which it is impractical to
commute there exist good cause.
(
er 781, Stats. 1988)
AB 4088 (Johnston) - Increases maximum weekly amounts payable
under unemployment insurance law for new claims filed with
effective date of January 1, 1989 to new maximum of $186;
provides new wage base period earning requirements.
(Vetoed)
AB 4592 (Wright) - Adds to existing law Director of Employment
Development authority to terminate any elective unemployment
compensation coverage agreement if it is found certain conditions
exist including the additional condition that the employing unit
or self-employed individual is not normally and continually
engaged in a regular trade, business, or occupation; defines
simplified employee pension in accordance with specified federal
provisions including any benefits under a cafeteria plan.
(Chapter 647, Stats. 1988)
SB 346 (Rosenthal) - Requires the Employment Development
Department to periodically and randomly verify eligibility of
applicants for unemployment compensation benefits; provides for
certain noncharging provisions regarding the charging of
employers and school employers accounts; requires furnishing
employers with quarterly itemized statements of charges to their
accounts during prior calendar quarter; increases total amount of
wages to be earned in order to have claim for unemployment
benefits.
(Vetoed)
SB 1082 (B. Greene) - Requires that the Employment Training Fund
also contain all interest earned upon any money in the fund and
requires quarterly transfers to
fund until January 1991 of
all penalties and interest collected by the Employment
Development Department.
(Vetoed)
SB 1083 (B. Greene} - Repeals present limitation provision to
allow those legally entitled individuals to receive unemployment
compensation benefits due a claimant who died during the period
November 1, 1980 to September 25, 1985 and were otherwise legally
entitled to receive payments; also, requires Department of
Employment Development to review claim of each deceased person
for whom unemployment benefits were denied or reduced as
specified, determine the amount of benefits payable on these
claims and make a diligent effort to notify and pay the benefits
due any entitled person; provides for other technical changes.
(Chapter 956, Stats. 1987)
SB 1818 (B. Greene) - Repeals law requiring employer
participating in shared work unemployment benefit program to pay
into Unemployment Fund in addition to other required
contributions, in a specified amount; exempts individuals
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receiving shared work unemployment benefits from the provision
requiring reduction of benefits due to illness or injury.
(Chapter 520, Stats. 1988}
SB 2812 (Boatwright} - Permits the Director of Employment
Development Department to enter into an agreement with entities
providing debt collection services outside the state to collect
contributions, interest and penalties due the Department.
(Chapter 1097, Stats. 1988)
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COMPENSATION

AB 1053 (Bader) - Provides that c
br
against uninsured
or unbonded employer may be resolved by director by compromise
and release or Stipulated Findings and Award as long as WCAB has
jurisdiction and employer given notice and opportunity to object;
related provisions.
(Chapter 202, Stats. 1987)
AB 1097 (Elder) - Makes law limiting death benefits payable to
widow or child of deceased employee who is member of Public
Employees Retirement System, under workers' compensation law,
applicable to surviving spouse
wou
provide exemption for
local safety members of Public Employees Retirement System.
(Vetoed)
AB 1537 (Wright) - This measure provides that when an insurer
changes the classifications on a workers' compensation insurance
policy and the reclassification requires
itional payments by
the insured exceeding 25% of the insur
's annual premium, the
insurer would be required to offer the insured the option of
making payments in monthly installments over a one-year period.
(Chapter 502, Stats. 1988)
AB 1703 (Peace) - As to private self-insur
employers, provides
for a minimum deposit of 125% of
self insurers estimated
future liability for compensat
to secure payment of
compensation plus 10% of the private self-insurer's estimated
future liability for compensation to secure payment of all
administrative and legal costs re ting to self-insuring.
(Chapter 169, Stats. 1987)
AB 1704 (Peace) - Requires Insurance Commissioner to appoint 2
public members to serve on the managing or governing committee of
a workers' compensation insurance rating organization; requires
rating organization to provide for certain activity.
(Chapter
1066, Stats. 1987)
AB 2639 (Johnston) - This measure permits imposition of a lien
against an employee's workers' compensation benefits for
reasonable expenses incurred for medical-legal costs and expenses
for the purposes of proving or disproving a contested claim.
(Chapter 1434, Stats. 1987)
AB 3057 (Johnston) - This bill, an urgency measure, appropriated
$4.1 million from the General Fund to the Uninsured Employers
Fund for the purpose of overcoming projected deficiencies in the
UEF's ability to pay workers' compensation benefits during fiscal
year 1987-88.
(Chapter 110, Stats. 1988)
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AB 3413 (Longshore) - This bill makes numerous changes in the
provisions governing the payment of workers' compensation
benefits to prison inmates. When there are no dependents, the
measure suspends the payment of benefits to an inmate for an
injury sustained prior to incarceration and requires that
temporary disability benefits be paid to
Uninsured Employers
Fund. Otherwise, it directs the payment
temporary and
permanent disability payments to the inmates dependents.
{Chapter 839, Stats. 1988)
AB 3420 (Wright) -This bill expressly provides a workers'
compensation judge the authority to cite
direct and hybrid
contempt in workers' compensation proceedings. (Chapter 222,
Stats. 1988)
AB 4058 (Isenberg} - Requires the Department of Corrections and
the Department of Youth Authority, in conjunction with recognized
employee representative associations, to implement a workers'
compensation benefit delivery program entitled Ear
Intervention
at each institution and facility throughout the state. Specified
information concerning the programs effectiveness would be
reported to the Legislature by January 1, 1992. (Chapter 1233,
Stats. 1988)
B. Greene - Requires the Insurance Commissioner to
requ re
appropriate workers' compensation insurance rating
organization or insurer to audit the employer's payroll and
operations when an employer has failed to report all payroll of
the employees; provides for employer paying for cost of audit as
determined by the Commissioner. (Chapter 1386, Stats. 1987)
SB 408 (McCorquodale) - Adds firefighter security officers and
firefighter crash rescue crewman of the military department to
that existing classification of public safety officers who, when
disabled by injury or illness from employment caused activity,
are entitled to leave of absence while so disabled without loss
of salary in lieu of workers' compensation temporary disability
pa~ments for first year of disability.
{Vetoed)
SB 475 (Beverly) - Prohibits an insurer from using any plan for
the payment of dividends to policyholders which is unfairly
discriminatory, and requires every insurer issuing workers'
compensation insurance policies to annually file with the
Workers',Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau specific
information relating to the payment of dividends to
policyholders. (Chapter 1009, Stats. 1987)
SB 656 (B. Greene) -Amends and enlarges employee's right to
receive notification of benefits and remedies dealing with delay
in payment of temporary, permanent disability and death benefits
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as well as vocational rehabilitation services and to promulgate
information as to assistance concerning employee's rights in a
pamphlet; administrative director to prescribe form and content
of notice of employee's rights; permits making notice available
to self insured employers and insurers; requires insurers to
provide notice to policyholders; makes employers subject to
penalties for failure to post notice and other provisions.
(Chapter 1019, Stats. 1987)
SB 657 (B. Greene) - Increases the membership of the Medical and
Chiropractic Advisory Committee from 8 members to 10. The two
additional members are required to be physician and surgeons
holding D.O. degrees and certified to practice osteopathic
medicine in California. Members of this committee are appointed
by the administrative director of the Division of Industrial
Accidents and advise and assist the division on issues concerning
treatment, evaluation, and rehabilitation of industrially injured
workers.
(Chapter 898, Stats. 1987)
SB 840 (Torres) - Adds "acupuncturists" to the definition of
"physician" for the purpose of treating injured employees
entitled to workers' compensation benefits.
(Chapter 1496,
Stats. 1988)
SB 1037 (Torres) - Imposes state mandated local program requiring
local public agencies to fund the disability part of provision
where active volunteers or paid state or local firefighters
develop cancer during employment provided there is demonstrated
an exposure to known carcinogen reasonably linked to disabling
cancer.
(Chapter 1501, Stats. 1987)
SB 1145 (Robbins) - Adds California State University firefighters
to the list of firefighters who are entit
to a disputable
presumption of work related cancer upon the occurrence of
specified conditions.
(Chapter 1038, Stats. 1988)
SB 1578 (McCorquodale) - Provides that, for the purpose of
determining the scope of employment for any member of the
California State University police department under workers'
compensation law, member is considered on duty and in course of
employment when doing any duties imposed by law at any time
during the day and adds such officers to police officers
presently covered under workers' compensation law.
(Vetoed)
SB 1787 (B. Greene) - This bill increases from $1,500 to $2,000
the maximum amount required to be paid by local public agencies
for burial expenses of a fatally injured employee.
(Chapter 584,
Stats. 1988)
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SB 2872 (Dills) - This measure adds one additional chiropractic
member to the Medical and Chiropractic Advisory Committee, which
increases the number of chiropractic members from one to two and
the total committee membership from 10 to 11.
(Chapter 1238,
Stats. 1988)
SB 2151 (Rosenthal) - Clarifies existing law relating to
employee's right to change physician, while entitled to workers'
compensation, to make such a request for a change at any time.
(Vetoed)

•

SCR 40 (Robbins) - Requests, rather than requires as under
present law, workers' compensation judges to wear judicial robes
in open court during presentation of causes. Res. Chapter 67,
Stats. 1987)
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MISCELLANEOUS
AB 41 (Calderon) - Expands definition of ''medical transportation
vehicle" to include vehicle transporting developmentally disabled
persons for regional centers; exempts such vehicles from PUC
regulation but requires transportation company to provide
liability coverage at levels established by the regional centers.
(Chapter 492, Stats. 1987)
AB 231 (Lancaster) - Repeals existing law that provides if the
Insurance Commissioner finds that commercial liability insurance
for a designated class of risk is not readily available, the
Commissioner may authorize the formation of voluntary market
assistance programs to make such program applicable generally to
liability insurance instead of only commercial liability
insurance; provides for public hearings by Commissioner on market
assistance programs and for Commissioner to appoint advisory
committee.
(Chapter 821, Stats. 1987)
AB 731 (Lancaster)- As to 'redlining,' revises the definition of
'fair market value' for purposes of the Holden Act (permitting
financial institutions to consider fair market value of the
property to secure a loan) provided that the financial
institution using the bill's definition in appraisals after July
1, 1986, do not violate the Act.
(Chapter 54, Stats. 1987)
AB 1312 (Lancaster) - In joint obligation open-end credit
contracts requires the word ''your" as it appears in one place on
the contract to be printed in italics in a notice in English and
in Spanish requiring the creditor who obtains signature of more
than one person on consumer credit applications, unless persons
are married to each other, to deliver to person not receiving
money, property, or services, such notice prior to that persons
becoming obligated on the contract.
(Chapter 295, Stats. 1987)
AB 1652 (Sher) - Exempts regulated management companies, as
defined, from requirement of annual meeting of shareholders to be
held for election of directors as stated in corporation by-laws
and instead requires these companies to hold shareholders
meetings in accordance with Investment Company Act of 1940.
(Chapter 532, Stats. 1987)
AB 1667 (Johnston) - Provides a person may engage in good faith
bargaining between competing interests to secure legislative
approval of matters embraced in a state or local initiative or
referendum measure; authorizes the proponents, as a result of
those negotiations to withdraw the measure at any time before the
filing of the petition with the county clerk or registrar; makes
withdrawal of the measure effective upon receipt by the Secretary
of State of a written notice of withdrawal signed by all
proponents of the measure.
(Chapter 1333, Stats. 1987. Urgency)
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AB 1885 (Floyd) - Requires Department of Insurance to conduct
study of earthquake insurance and report to the Legislature;
defines purpose and scope of study; appropriates $150,000 for
implementing purposes of bill.
(Chapter 1112, Stats. 1987}

•

AB 2358 (Lancaster) - Makes technical nonsubstantive amendments
to definition of eligible securities for purposes of existing law
which specifies the institutions and securities in which local
governmental agencies may invest surplus funds; requires the
contract between local agency treasurer and depository, holding
agency's surplus funds to provide, upon notice to treasurer from
the administrator, that a treasurer may withdraw deposits in the
event a depository fails to pay assessments, fines or penalties
assessed by the administrator or withdraw authorization for the
placement of pooled securities in an agent of the depository if
the agent fails to pay fines or assessments by the administrator;
provides for notice of examination by administrator and report by
administrator to treasurer or local agency.
(Chapter 841,
Stats. 1987)
AB 2522 (Johnston) - Authorizes local governments issuing bonds
to include terms and conditions authorizing bond proceeds and
monies set aside or pledged to secure payments of bonds to be
pledged to and used to service any of the contracts entered into
pursuant to other terms and conditions currently authorized;
would extend existing authorization to issue bonds that the
interest thereon will not be subject to federal income tax if
conditions met; extends exemption from usury laws.
(Chapter 845,
Stats. 1987. Urgency)
AB 2523 (Johnston) - Authorizes state or local governments in
issuance of bonds, to enter into contracts necessary and
appropriate to place the investment in whole or in part, on the
interest rate, currency, cash-flow, or other basis desired by the
state or local government; authorizes bonds issued by state or
local government to be payable, in whole or in part, in currency
other than lawful current of the U. S., if the legislative body
enters into a currency swap or similar agreement for payment of
lawful money of the U. S. which covers the entire amount of the
debt service obligation; requires an issuer to notify the
California Debt Advisory Commission of its intent to issue bonds
payable in currency other than lawful money of the u. S.;
authorizes state or local governments to enter into credit
enhancement or liquidity agreements under terms and conditions
determined by the state or local government.
(Chapter 846,
Stats. 1987).
AB 2814
for the
General
costs.

(Hauser) - Extends time for repayment to June 30, 1989
Local Agency Self-Insurance Authority to repay the
Fund $345,000 advanced to cover its original operating
(Chapter 629, Stats. 1988)
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AB 3026 (Lancaster) - Authorizes DMV after July 1, 1989 to
require a negligent driver, whose license is suspended or
revoked, to submit proof of financial responsibility and maintain
such proof for 3 years; authorizes certain small claims court
judgment creditors, whose judgment related to car accident and
whose judgment is unsatisfied for more than 90 days, to file
notice with DMV and to require DMV to suspend driving privileges
of judgment debtor for 90 days.
(Chapter 395, Stats. 1988)
AB 3072 (Seastrand) - Extends repealing date to June 30, 1992 of
existing law, the Collection Agency Act, providing for the
licensing and regulating of collection agencies.
(Chapter 338,
Stats. 1988)
AB 3133 (Harris) - Requires a warning in all conditional sales
contracts for the purchase of a motor vehicle that the purchaser
must meet certain minimum public liability insurance
requirements; also requires warning concerning full replacement
costs of the motor vehicle and terms and conditions of
supplemental coverage for collision damage, as specified.
(Chapter 177, Stats. 1988)
AB 3366 (Johnston) - Provides for the Franchise Investment Law
to:
(1) revise certain definitions in this law;
(2) revise certain exemptions;
(3) permit Commissioner of Corporations to issue stop order
as to suspension or revocation of franchisor's
registration and to remain in effect if no hearing
requested within 30 days;
(4) shortens time period to notify franchise of proposed
material modifications of franchise agreement;
(5) make related technical changes.
(Chapter 562, Stats. 1988)
AB 3467 (O'Connell) - Requires that written evidence of form of
financial responsibility for vehicle to be shown to peace officer
be in form consistent with specified statute.
(Chapter 515,
Stats. 1988)
AB 3759 (Stirling) - Permits DMV after July 1, 1989, upon
application and payment of $50 fee and penalty fee of $200 to
issue restricted license to persons with serious health problems
to drive to and from medical treatment when such person's driving
privilege is otherwise suspended.
(Chapter 846, Stats. 1988)
AB 4025 (Hauser) - Permits persons licensed for commercial
fishing to pool funds for losses or claims for damages to vessels
and machinery owned by pool members.
(Chapter 930, Stats. 1988)
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to instruments in which a
AB 4089 (Johnston) - Specifies t
1
t on the term
local agency may invest surplus
rs unless otherwise
remaining to maturity of a securi
s
specified.
(Chapter 491, Stats. 1988)
AB 4252 (Sher) - Revises provisions relating to shared
appreciation loans for senior citizens.
(Chapter 1406,
Stats. 1988)
AB 4582 (Isenberg) - Eliminates the alternative condition that a
union limit its membership to one hazardous occupation under
existing law exempting labor unions from provisions of the
Insurance Code relating to life and disability insurance wherein
the union either does not issue policies providing for payment of
the benefits in its by-laws, constitution, rules and regulations
or limits its membership to one hazardous occupation; provides
exemption of certain labor organizations as to wage loss
insurance and deletes $6,000 limitation~ defines job protection
insurance to mean business of providing indemnity to certain
occupational categories.
(Chapter 582, Stats. 1988)
SB 334 (Robbins) - Enacts the Cali rnia Risk Retention Act of
1987 providing for regulation of risk retention groups and
purchasing groups meeting prescribed criteria; requires a risk
retention group chartered incorporated or licensed in states
other than this state, prior to doing business in this state, to
submit various information to the Insurance Commissioner; other
specified requirements including fees, filing of reports relating
to such groups.
(Vetoed)
SB 351 (Robbins) - Requires county treasurer to transmit to the
Controller $10 upon the conviction of, or upon the forfeiture of
bail from, any person arrested or notified of violation of
state's financial responsibility law rather than existing law
requiring only alleged violation of such law.
(Chapter 1345,
Stats. 1987)
SB 474 (Beverly) - Adds a provision to the Uniform Fraudulent
Transfer Act stating that the Act and other changes in the law
enacted by Chapter 383 of Statutes 1986 apply only to transfers
made or obligations incurred on or after January 1, 1987 and that
the Act shall be construed as a restatement and continuation of
prior law to the extent it is substantially the same; makes
conforming changes in other provisions of existing law.
(Chapter 40, Stats. 1987)
SB 718 (Rosenthal) - Deletes obsolete time period of 6 months
previously required of for-hire operator or commercial air
operator who fails to file proof of liability insurance; subjects
violator to maximum penalty of $1,000 in addition to misdemeanor
violation.
(Chapter 581, Stats. 1987)
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provides for contracts providing delinquency charges and deferral
agreement and charges; provides for methods of curing default and
repossession.
(Chapter 448, Stats. 1987)
SB 1723 (Deddeh) - Requires money exchange houses, as defined, to
post signs concerning the rates of exchange; also requires a
receipt to customer stating rate of exchange, amount of
commission or fees, and total amount of currency presented by the
customer and total amount returned to customer.
(Chapter 433,
Stats. 1988)

•

SB 2260 (Keene) - Authorizes for 5-year period as to Personal
Income Tax Law and Bank and Corporation Tax Law, a tax credit
under both laws for the greater of $25 per month per covered
individual or 25% per month of cost paid or incurred, whichever
is greater, during the taxable or income year by an eligible
small employer providing health care coverage.
(Chapter 1521,
Stats. 1988)
SB 2269 (Mello) - Repeals sunset date of January 1, 1989 and
continues the law providing for the repeal of provisions relating
to reductions of judgments or settlements by uninsured motor
vehicle owners or operators against or with owner or operators of
uninsured vehicles.
(Chapter 1471, Stats. 1988)
SB 2464 (Kopp) - Requires notice, both orally and in writing,
prior to entering into contract for lease or rental of vehicle,
that rental agencies inform customers of automobile rental
agencies that the collision damage waiver may duplicate customers
personal vehicle insurance policy.
(Chapter 466, Stats. 1988)
SB 2758 (Marks) - Requires the application for loan guarantees to
be filed within 12 months from the displacement date under
existing Displaced Homemaker Emergency Loan Act.
(Chapter 1298,
Stats. 1988)

